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movement/addiction
Renee Brozik and Tim Nohe - Artistic Directors

movement/addiction is a modern dance company made up of some of the best dancers in Baltimore. The original and daring choreography combines pop culture with postmodern aesthetics, resulting in dances that revel in pure kinetic abandon. Under the direction of Renée Brozic and Sarah Seely, movement/addiction has become a platform for progressive, neohumanist, dance, music, and cultural collaboration. Since the company's 2002 premiere in NYC, they have exploded the boundaries of contemporary urban performance with adventurous partnering and striking physicality. Their newest work blink twice: long division will get it right, an interactive computerized sound and video dance performance in conjunction with UMBC's imaging and research center and the Creative Alliance will premiere on Friday and Saturday, February 4-5, 2005 at 8 p.m., at The Patterson Theater, located at 3134 Eastern Ave., Baltimore, MD 21224. Tickets are $15, students and Creative Alliance members $12.
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"Lorenzaccio"
Michael Kahn - Artistic Director, The Shakespeare Theatre

Area audiences have a rare opportunity to see a play that is rarely performed anywhere. "Lorenzaccio", written by Alfred de Musset, has been given a fresh new adaptation by John Strand, and, under the directorial hand of...